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Introduction
New Essays for a New Century
Jay Corwin1
During the seventies and eighties, academic articles tended to cling to
models of reception offered by French critical theory and, to a lesser extent, by Russian formalism and Saussurian linguistics. Rarely now does
one hear of the signifier and signified, surveillance, polyglossia. In that
era, an article about a work of literature may have been a threnody of
tightly strung neologisms, questions posed but left unanswered or hinted
at through quotations by popular cultural theorists. Clarity of thought
had been supplanted by sonorous jargon. The Prufrock peach that critical analysis had become was momentary; a breaking away from an earlier, rigid and sometimes starchy means of interpretation, but the new
model had later become rigid and uninviting.
21st century visions of literature are perceived through eyes that have
witnessed the fall of the Berlin Wall, the shrinking of the ozone layer,
global warming, and the resultant generational move away from the self
towards a collective consciousness. Reactions to the postmodernist vision of arts and culture were varied. Stanislaw Lem’s 1974 dissection of
Tzvetan Todorov’s theory of Fantastic Literature is one example1 of dissatisfaction with theories generated mainly by the French. Victor
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